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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention relates to digitally signing of elec 
tronic documents Which are to be kept secure for a very long 
time, thereby taking into account future cryptographic 
developments Which could render current cryptographic 
key-lengths insuf?cient. In accordance With the invention a 
double signature is issued for each document. A ?rst digital 
signature (DTS) ensures the long time security, Whilst a 
second digital signature (DUS) ensures the involvement of 
an individual user. Thereby, the second digital signature is 
less computationally intensive in its generation than the ?rst 
digital signature. 
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LONG-TERM SECURE DIGITAL SIGNATURES 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present invention is related to a method, com 
puter device, and system for digitally signing an electronic 
document that is to be kept secure for a long time period. 
The invention also relates to a method for verifying an 
electronic document that has been digitally signed. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] More and more documents are stored electroni 
cally. This often involves a digital time-stamping mecha 
nism in order to bind the document or its content to a 
particular point in time. To minimiZe the risk that either the 
data or the time-stamp can be tampered With at a later date 
a cryptographic digital signature is used to protect both 
elements. 

[0003] US Patent Application Publication US 2002/ 
0120851 Al refers to a device and method for data time 
stamping. The device includes a trusted clock, a memory, a 
time-stamper and a digital signer. The device is adapted to 
store to the memory data that has been time-stamped by the 
time-stamper, With a time obtained from the trusted clock, 
and digitally signed With a digital signature by the digital 
signer. 
[0004] HoWever, at present the requirement that a user is 
legally liable for documents that he/she digitally signs and 
that the documents remain secure for a long period of time, 
for example at least 30 years, can not be ful?lled, because of 
the limited computational poWer of personal cryptographic 
tokens. 

[0005] It should not be possible to create any signature 
Without the users consent. This can be forced by an indi 
vidual cryptographic hardWare token Which acts as a signing 
device (eg a smart card). 

[0006] Current hardWare tokens of this type are restricted 
in terms of computational poWer Which means that digital 
signatures With very large key lengths cannot be computed 
Within an acceptable time. 

[0007] It is an object of the present invention to create and 
verify digital signatures that are secure for a very long time, 
taking into account future cryptographic developments 
Which could render current cryptographic key-lengths insuf 
?cient. 

SUMMARY AND ADVANTAGES OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0008] In accordance With the present invention, there is 
provided a method for digitally signing an electronic docu 
ment for long term security purposes comprising the steps of 
marking With a digital mark and signing With a ?rst digital 
signature the electronic document. The marked and signed 
electronic document is then signed With a second digital 
signature that is less computationally intensive in its gen 
eration than the ?rst digital signature. In most cases the 
second digital signature is based on a shorter cryptographic 
key then the ?rst digital signature. 

[0009] The electronic document and the ?rst digital sig 
nature or part thereof can be provided to a client computer 
Where under use of a cryptographic token the second digital 
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signature Which depends on the content of the electronic 
document and the ?rst digital signature or the part thereof is 
generated. This alloWs a presenting or displaying of the 
electronic document to a user, Who can revieW the electronic 
document and sign it With an individual cryptographic 
token, for example With a smart card, Which belongs to the 
user and is also referred to as signing device. 

[0010] The cryptographic token can be related to a user 
group Which then shares one cryptographic token making 
the group or a department liable. 

[0011] The digital mark can comprise a unique number 
that is a sequence number, a time-stamp, or a value derived 
thereof. The digital mark alloWs a unique number to be 
allocated Which later on can be used for revocation purposes. 

[0012] The signed electronic document can additionally 
be signed With a third digital signature or a further digital 
mark, i.e. after the user has signed. This Would be performed 
Where the ?rst digital signature Was created, eg at a 
time-stamping or signature server. The revocation process 
could be simpli?ed because it Would alloW an easier key 
revocation, as it is su?icient to tell the signature server Which 
keys are invalid. 

[0013] The digital signatures may use asymmetrical as 
Well as symmetric encryption. Public/secret- key cryptog 
raphy can be applied advantageously by using ?rst and 
second signature keys. The individual key for the second 
signature has a length that can be handled by the individual 
signing devices. HoWever this might be insu?‘icient to guar 
antee security for the long-term future. The ?rst signature 
key on the other hand is of su?icient length such that by all 
reasonable predictions it can not be broken Within the 
desired live-time of the key. 

[0014] In general, the invention solves the problem of 
creating digital signatures that must be secure for a very long 
time, taking into account future cryptographic developments 
Which could render current cryptographic key-lengths insuf 
?cient. Having a digital signature or part thereof calculated 
on an easy transportable device, such as a smart card, makes 
a user legally liable for documents that he/ she digitally 
signs. In accordance With the invention a double signature is 
issued for each document, one ensuring the long time 
security, the other one ensuring the involvement of the 
individual user. The ?nal signature of the document is 
therefore a combination of these tWo signatures. Taking into 
account the nature of the tWo signatures in terms of used key 
siZe and of the calculation algorithms, it seems not to be 
useful to regenerate the signatures during the life of a 
document. The combination of these tWo signatures alloWs 
a very high security level, for short tern and overall for long 
term. 

[0015] The ?rst stage involves a trusted digital marking 
Which may add time and date and certi?cate information to 
the document or a document hash value, and signing it With 
the ?rst digital signature. 

[0016] This ?rst stage can be performed by a trusted server 
that uses a very strong key length, e.g. 3072-4096 bits, and 
may use several different signature schemes in parallel, e.g. 
RSA, ECC, to maintain security even if a particular scheme 
is compromised. 

[0017] The user then veri?es the document, Which noW 
includes the signed digital mark, and signs it again using 
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his/her individual signing device With the second digital 
signature digital Which is less computationally intensive in 
its generation than the ?rst digital signature. The document 
is then contemplated as a validly signed electronic docu 
ment. An advantage of this is the long term security, While 
still alloWing every individual user to have his/her private 
key that never leaves the individual signing device. This 
alloWs that users be liable for their signatures, While giving 
assurance that the key-length on the ?nal signature is 
su?icient to last for a long time. Thus, the scheme alloWs a 
long-term personal liability on digital signatures. 

[0018] It is also possible to revoke a key if one individual 
signing device gets lost. Because every signature comes 
With a reliable digital mark, signatures signed after the 
revocation time of one individual signing device are simply 
declared invalid. 

[0019] Ifidue to technical developmentsithe key length 
of the individual singing keys become into danger of being 
insufficient, all individual signing keys are revoked and 
replaced by longer keys. To increase security, the digital 
marking key may be destroyed, such that it is impossible to 
issue any digital mark compatible With the old keys. 

[0020] A computer device, eg a laptop computer, With an 
electronic smart card reader for reading a smart card can be 
used to generate the second digital signature. Also possible 
is to use a personal digital assistant (PDA) Which at the same 
time can be the cryptographic token. The cryptographic 
token is contemplated as an individual signing device or part 
thereof Which is a small device in the possession of the user 
that issues the second digital signature. 

[0021] In another aspect of the invention there is provided 
a system for digitally signing an electronic document for 
long term security purposes. The system comprises a docu 
ment repository for storing and providing the electronic 
document, a digital signature computing device connected to 
the document repository for deriving from a digital mark and 
the electronic document a ?rst digital signature, and a 
cryptographic device for generating a second digital signa 
ture that is less computationally intensive in its generation 
than the ?rst digital signature. 

[0022] The digital signature computing device could com 
prise a tamperproof clock, Which can be used to create the 
digital mark and thereWith the ?rst digital signature. In 
addition, the digital signature computing device could com 
prise an internal clock for verifying a prede?ned time 
interval betWeen the issuance of the ?rst digital signature 
and the second digital signature to be issued. For example, 
the individual digital signature computing device only issues 
the second digital signature on the electronic document that 
Was digitally marked and signed Within the last, for example, 
ten minutes. This makes it harder to stage long term attacks 
that try to gather the components of a valid digital signature 
over a certain time period. 

[0023] The digitally signed electronic document can be 
veri?ed under use of a ?rst public key corresponding to the 
?rst digital signature and a second public key corresponding 
to the second digital signature. The use of public-key 
cryptography alloWs an easy veri?cation process. 

[0024] In yet another aspect of the invention there is 
provided a method for verifying an electronic document that 
has been digitally signed by a ?rst digital signature under use 
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of a digital mark and thereon With a second digital signature. 
The method comprises the step of verifying the validity of 
the digitally signed electronic document by using a ?rst 
public key corresponding to the ?rst digital signature and a 
second public key corresponding to the second digital sig 
nature that is less computationally intensive in its generation 
than the ?rst digital signature. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0025] Preferred embodiments of the invention are 
described in detail beloW, by Way of example only, With 
reference to the folloWing schematic draWings. 

[0026] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic illustration of compo 
nents in accordance With the present invention. 

[0027] FIG. 2 shoWs a schematic illustration of the cre 
ation of a ?rst digital signature 

[0028] FIG. 3 shoWs a schematic illustration of the cre 
ation of a second digital signature 

[0029] FIG. 4 shoWs a schematic illustration of a veri? 
cation of the digital signature 

[0030] FIG. 5 shoWs a schematic illustration of a process 
How for the creation of the digital signatures 

[0031] The draWings are provided for illustrative purpose 
only and do not necessarily represent practical examples of 
the present invention to scale. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0032] In the folloWing, the various exemplary embodi 
ments of the invention are described. 

[0033] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic illustration of units 
Within a system for digitally signing and verifying an 
electronic document that is to be kept secure for many years. 
A document repository 10, Which can be a database server, 
stores electronic documents. The document repository 10 is 
connected to a digital signature computing device 12 that is 
contemplated as a digital signature server or time-stamping 
server, hereafter also referred to as signature server 12. This 
server is regarded as a highly secure server With an accurate 

tamperproof clock 11. A cryptographic device 13 is con 
nected to the signature server 12 usually via a netWork. 
In-betWeen might be an application server located (not 
shoWn) for forWarding of requests. The cryptographic 
device 13 comprises a computer device 14, Which here is a 
client computer 14, a card or smart card reader 16, and a 
smart card 18 Which operates together With the smart card 
reader 16 and the client computer 14. 

[0034] For the understanding of the process How, the steps 
are labeled at the connections With numbers in a circle Which 
correspond to the numbers 1-8 mentioned hereafter. As 
indicated With 1, the electronic document to be signed is 
retrieved from the document repository 10 and presented to 
the signature server 12 Where a system signature is created 
and attached. This is described in more detail With reference 
to FIG. 2. The electronic document and system signature are 
presented to the client computer 14, as indicated With 2. As 
indicated With 3, the user’s client computer 14 presents the 
electronic document and system signature, or hash thereof, 
to the attached card reader 16. As indicated With 4, the card 
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reader 16 presents the electronic document and system 
signature, or the hash thereof, to the smart card 18 inserted 
in to the card reader 16 that is a card reading device. As 
indicated With 5, the smart card 18 creates a user signature 
from the presented data Which is returned to the smart card 
reader device 16. As indicated With 6, the smart card reader 
device 16 returns the user signature to the user’s client 
computer 14. As shoWn With 7, the user’s client computer 14 
returns the electronic document, the system signature, and 
the user signature to the signature server 12 for veri?cation 
purposes Where also a third signature can be added. As 
indicated With 8, the veri?ed electronic document, the 
system signature, and the user signature are saved in the 
document repository 10. 

[0035] The system signature is created at the signature 
server 12 usually located at a central site. For the creation of 
the system signature tWo algorithms With public/private 
double-key based on a key siZe of, for example, 4096 bits, 
can be used. A respective private key can be stored in a 
hyper-secure cryptographic coprocessor card Which gener 
ates a reference time-stamp. A corresponding public key can 
be stored in the signature server 12 Which can also be used 
as public keys server located at the central site. 

[0036] The user signature is calculated and generated 
under use of a cryptographic token that here is the smart card 
18. For that, an algorithm With public/private double-key 
based on a key siZe of, for example, 2048 bits can be used. 
The double-key is generated once by the user or a user 
group. A users private key is only stored in the electronic 
card, the smart card 18. It is not on transit on any netWork 
and it cannot be copied. A corresponding user public key can 
be stored in a public keys server located at the central site 
Whereto it is transmitted by order. 

[0037] In a further embodiment, the user asks for display 
ing one electronic document he/she Wants to sign. Conse 
quently, a request is sent to the application server or directly 
to the document repository 10 in order to obtain the data in 
question Which has to be presented to the user for his/her 
signature. The set of data, that is the requested electronic 
document and the user’s identity are sent to the signature 
server 12 in order to be signed. At this step, the system 
signature is added to the electronic document. The electronic 
document and system signature are then forwarded and 
presented to the user. The data can then be checked by the 
user. 

[0038] In another embodiment, the user signs by placing 
his/her ?nger on a ?ngerprint reader Which can be on the 
card reader 16. 

[0039] The same reference numbers are used to denote the 
same or like parts. 

[0040] FIG. 2 shoWs a schematic illustration of the cre 
ation of a ?rst digital signature 28, also referred to as digital 
timestamp signature and abbreviated to DTS, Which is also 
called system signature With reference to FIG. 1. The 
electronic document is hereafter also referred to as docu 
ment 20. In summary, the signature server 12 attaches a 
digital mark 23 (DM), comprising time and date and/or a 
sequence number, as Well as the ?rst digital signature 28 to 
the document 20 resulting in a digitally marked and signed 
electronic document 29. This ?rst digital signature 28 signs 
the digital mark 23 and the document 20 in question or a 
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hash thereof. In detail, from the document 20 a ?rst hash 21 
is generated resulting in a ?rst hash value 22. Further, from 
the digital mark 23 a second hash 24 is generated resulting 
in a second hash value 25. Under use of the ?rst and second 
hash value 22, 25, a ?rst private key 26 that belongs to the 
signature server 12 and a cryptographic encryption algo 
rithm the ?rst digital signature 28 is created. 

[0041] The long term security of the scheme relies on the 
security of the ?rst digital signature 28. Performance is a 
minor issue here, as the system signature DTS is usually 
generated by a stationary server With sufficient resources. 
Therefore, the key length used here Will be rather large, e. g., 
4096 bit RSA, and possibly several different schemes basing 
on different cryptographic assumptions are used in parallel 
in case there is a total break of cryptographic algorithm, e. g., 
RSA and DSA. 

[0042] FIG. 3 shoWs a schematic illustration of the cre 
ation of a second digital signature 38. The second digital 
signature 38 is called user signature With reference to FIG. 
1 and also abbreviated to DUS. To bind the signature to a 
particular user, the user signature, that is the second digital 
signature 38, is added to the digitally marked and signed 
electronic document 29 Which Was signed by the signature 
server 12. In detail, from the digitally marked and signed 
electronic document 29 a third hash 30 is generated resulting 
in a third hash value 31. Under use of the third hash value 
31, a second private key 37 that belongs to the user, and a 
cryptographic encryption algorithm the second digital sig 
nature 38 is created. The second digital signature 38 is then 
added to the digitally marked and signed electronic docu 
ment 29 resulting in a digitally signed electronic document 
39 Which is veri?able. 

[0043] The second digital signature 38 is issued by a small 
cryptographic token being the smart card 18, in possession 
of the user. Therefore, the computing poWer may be limited. 
This imposes a restriction on the key length and thus also on 
the long-term security of the users signature. Furthermore, it 
is possible that the cryptographic token, i.e. the smart card 
18, is lost or stolen. The token can thus not be used to ensure 
long-term security. Over the lifetime of the system, it can be 
replaced or retired at any time Without endangering the 
security if signatures issued before or afterWards. 

[0044] FIG. 4 shoWs a schematic illustration of a veri? 
cation of the digitally signed electronic document 39. 

[0045] To verify the signature 28, 38, the user ?rst veri?es 
the second digital signature 38 by applying a second public 
key. The user also should verify Whether or not the second 
public key 47 is valid for the time or sequence number 
contained in the digital mark 23. As the second private Key 
37 may be revoked, the document signed With it after 
revocation is not valid. 

[0046] If the second digital signature 38 is valid, the user 
veri?es if the ?rst digital signature 28 is correct by using a 
?rst public key 46, the key that corresponds to the ?rst 
private key 26 used by the signature server 12. If both 
signatures DTS, DUS are correct and the second public key 
47 is valid for the time in question, the Whole signature is 
considered correct. 

[0047] In detail, from the document 20, the digital mark 
23, and the ?rst digital signature 28 a ?rst veri?cation hash 
41 is derived resulting in a ?rst veri?cation hash value 43. 
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Furthermore, under use of the second public key 47, the 
second digital signature 38, and a cryptographic decryption 
algorithm a second veri?cation hash value 45 is derived. The 
?rst and second veri?cation hash values 43, 45 can then be 
compared easily. 
[0048] From the document 20 and the digital mark 23 a 
second veri?cation hash 40 is derived resulting in a third 
veri?cation hash value 42. Further, under use of the ?rst 
public key 46, the ?rst digital signature 28, and a crypto 
graphic decryption algorithm a fourth veri?cation hash value 
44 is derived. The third and fourth veri?cation hash values 
42, 44 can then be compared easily. If the hash values 43, 45 
and 42, 44 match respectively, the signatures are valid. 

[0049] FIG. 5 shoWs a schematic illustration of a process 
How for the creation of the digital signatures DTS and DUS. 
With reference to FIG. 1, the target document 20 is retrieved 
from the document repository 10 and presented to signature 
server 12, as indicated With 1. The signature server 12 
creates the ?rst digital signature DTS and attaches it to the 
document 20 together With the digital mark DM. This results 
in the digitally marked and signed electronic document 29. 
This document 29, as indicated With 2, is then presented to 
the cryptographic device 13 Which creates the user signature, 
i.e. the second digital signature DUS, and attaches it to the 
system signed document. The resulting digitally signed 
electronic document 39 is forWard by the cryptographic 
device 13. Finally, as indicated With 7 and 8, the digitally 
signed electronic document 39 is veri?ed and returned to the 
document repository 10. 

[0050] Any disclosed embodiment may be combined With 
one or several of the other embodiments shoWn and/or 
described. This is also possible for one or more features of 
the embodiments. 

What is claimed, is: 
1. A method comprising: digitally signing an electronic 

document for long term security purposes, the step of 
digitally signing comprising the steps of: 

marking electronic document With a digital mark forming 
a marked electronic document, and 

signing the marked electronic document With a ?rst digital 
signature forming a signed electronic document, 
Wherein the signed electronic document is signed With 
a second digital signature that is less computationally 
intensive in its generation than the ?rst digital signa 
ture. 

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 

generating the digital mark to be dependent upon the 
content of the electronic document; and 

generating the ?rst digital signature using the digital 
mark. 

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 

providing the electronic document and the ?rst digital 
signature to a client computer; and 

using a cryptographic token to generate the second digital 
signature that depends on the content of the electronic 
document and the ?rst digital signature. 

4. The method according to claim 3, Wherein the crypto 
graphic token is related to at least one of an individual user 
and a user group. 
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5. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the digital 
mark comprises a unique number that is at least one of a 
sequence number, a timestamp, and a value derived thereof. 

6. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the second 
digital signature is based on a shorter cryptographic key then 
the ?rst digital signature. 

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
signing the signed electronic document additionally With a 
third digital signature. 

8. A method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
employing a computer device for performing the signing of 
the second digital signature. 

9. The method according to claim 8 Wherein the computer 
device comprising an electronic smart card reader for read 
ing a smart card. 

10. A system for digitally signing an electronic document 
for long term security purposes, the system comprising: 

a document repository for storing and providing the 
electronic document; 

a digital signature computing device connected to the 
document repository for deriving from a digital mark 
and the electronic document a ?rst digital signature; 
and 

a cryptographic device for generating a second digital 
signature that is less computationally intensive in its 
generation than the ?rst digital signature. 

11. The system according to claim 10, Wherein the digital 
signature computing device comprises a tamperproof clock. 

12. The system according to claim 1, Wherein the cryp 
tographic device comprises an internal clock for verifying a 
prede?ned time-interval betWeen the issuance of the digital 
mark signature and the second digital signature. 

13. The system according to claim 10, used for verifying 
the digital signed electronic document using a ?rst public 
key corresponding to the ?rst digital signature and a second 
public key corresponding to the second digital signature. 

14. A method comprising verifying an electronic docu 
ment that has been digitally signed by a ?rst digital signature 
using a digital mark, and signed by a second digital signature 
forming a digitally signed electronic document, the step of 
verifying comprising the step of: 

verifying a validity of the digitally signed electronic 
document by using a ?rst public key corresponding to 
the ?rst digital signature and a second public key 
corresponding to the second digital signature, said 
second digital signature being less computationally 
intensive in its generation than the ?rst digital signa 
ture. 

15. The method according to claim 14, further compris 
ing: 

generating the digital mark to be dependent upon the 
content of the electronic document; and 

generating the ?rst digital signature using the digital 
mark. 

16. An article of manufacture comprising a computer 
usable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing functions of signing an 
electronic document, the computer readable program code 
means in said article of manufacture comprising computer 
readable program code means for causing a computer to 
effect the steps of: 
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marking electronic document With a digital mark forming 
a marked electronic document, and 

signing the marked electronic document With a ?rst digital 
signature forming a signed electronic document, 
Wherein the signed electronic document is signed With 
a second digital signature that is less computationally 
intensive in its generation than the ?rst digital signa 
ture. 

17. A program storage device readable by machine, tan 
gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
machine to perform method steps for signing an electronic 
document, said method steps comprising the steps of claim 
1. 

18. A computer program product comprising a computer 
usable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing functions of a system 
for digitally signing an electronic document, the computer 
readable program code means in said computer program 
product comprising computer readable program code means 
for causing a computer to effect the functions of; 

a document repository for storing and providing the 
electronic document; 
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a digital signature computing device connected to the 
document repository for deriving from a digital mark 
and the electronic document a ?rst digital signature; 
and 

a cryptographic device for generating a second digital 
signature that is less computationally intensive in its 
generation than the ?rst digital signature. 

19. An article of manufacture comprising a computer 
usable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing veri?cation of an 
electronic document, the computer readable program code 
means in said article of manufacture comprising computer 
readable program code means for causing a computer to 
effect the steps of claim 14. 

20. A program storage device readable by machine, tan 
gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
machine to perform method steps for verifying an electronic 
document, said method steps comprising the steps of claim 
14. 


